
Executive Order Advances Biotech-
Transhumanist Agenda
I predicted this 'no testing required' formula would spread beyond COVID shots, 
and according to the executive order Biden just signed, that's exactly what's about 
to happen.

Dr. Joseph Mercola

STORY AT-A-GLANCE

• September 12, 2022, President Biden signed the “Executive Order on Advancing Biotechnology
and Biomanufacturing Innovation for a Sustainable, Safe and Secure American Bioeconomy”

• Specified in that order is the development of genetic engineering technologies and techniques 
“to be able to write circuitry for cells and predictably program biology in the same way in 
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which we write software and program computers,” as well as genetic technologies to “unlock 
the power of biological data” using “computing tools and artificial intelligence”

• This executive order establishes a fast-tracked pipeline of mRNA shots and other gene therapies
that will further the transhumanist agenda to create augmented humans and bring us into a post-
human world

• Drug makers have clearly expected this free-for-all as they have loads of mRNA candidates in 
their pipelines. September 14, 2022, Pfizer initiated a Phase 3 study that will test a quadrivalent 
mRNA-based flu shot on 25,000 American adults

• Moderna began its Phase 3 mRNA flu jab trial in early June 2022. Ultimately, Moderna wants to
create an annual mRNA shot that covers all of the top 10 viruses that result in hospitalizations 
each year

Advertisement

September 12, 2022, President Biden signed the “Executive Order on Advancing Biotechnology and 
Biomanufacturing Innovation for a Sustainable, Safe and Secure American Bioeconomy.”1

Specified in that order is the development of genetic engineering technologies and techniques “to be 
able to write circuitry for cells and predictably program biology in the same way in which we write 
software and program computers,” as well as genetic technologies to “unlock the power of biological 
data” using “computing tools and artificial intelligence.”

Additionally, “obstacles for commercialization” will be reduced “so that innovative technologies and 
products can reach markets faster." What we have here is, in a nutshell, the creation of a fast-tracked 
mRNA pipeline.

When, in June 2022, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration quietly implemented a “Future 
Framework” scheme  2   to deliver reformulated COVID boosters without additional testing, I predicted 
that this “no testing required” formula would spread beyond COVID shots. And, according to this 
executive order, that’s exactly what’s about to happen.
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In early September 2022, the FDA also put out medically false and misleading COVID booster 
campaign messages that prove we’ve officially entered the era of transhumanism:

“It’s time to install that update! #UpdateYourAntibodies with a new #COVID19 booster.”3 
“Don’t be shocked! You can now #RechargeYourImmunity with an updated #COVID19 
booster.”4

Is This the Death Knell to Allopathic Medicine?

Historically, gene therapies have had to jump through extra hoops, which is why so few exist on the 
market. As of 2021, there were 20 gene therapies commercially available.5 The world’s first gene 
therapy trial didn’t begin until 1990, so this is still a very new field.

The entire gene therapy field actually collapsed overnight in 1999, when a teenage trial participant died
from side effects. An FDA investigation concluded research had moved too fast and that safety “had 
not been put first.”6 Progress, thanks to increased caution, slowed from there on.

Such caution is now being thrown to the wind, and it’s not difficult to predict there will be disastrous 
ramifications. Millions will die from poorly tested gene therapies and, eventually, medical research and
allopathic medicine will both cease to exist, as survivors vow to have nothing to do with that 
murderous cabal ever again.

The only way they might be able to keep going is if they are in control of people’s brain function and/or
able to force drugs under threat of death, or worse — neither of which is impossible at this point, 
shockingly enough. In the meantime, we’re looking at a cornucopia of mRNA shots coming our way.
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mRNA Flu Shots Are in the Works
Not surprisingly, mRNA flu shots are in the works.7 While we probably won’t see mRNA flu shots 
during the 2022/2023 winter season, there’s every reason to expect they’ll be rolled out next year.

September 14, 2022, Pfizer initiated a Phase 3 study, which will test a quadrivalent mRNA-based flu 
shot on 25,000 American adults.8 Pfizer is also exploring mRNA technology that uses self-amplifying 
RNA (saRNA), for potential use in the future.9

Moderna began its Phase 3 mRNA flu jab trial in early June 2022.10 It’s also working on mRNA shots 
for respiratory syncytial virus (RSV) and cytomegalovirus (CMV), which is in the herpes family, as 
well as a SARS-CoV-2-influenza combination shot. Ultimately, Moderna wants to create an annual 
mRNA shot that covers all of the top 10 viruses that result in hospitalizations each year.11

Its current flu jab candidate, mRNA-1010, encodes for the hemagglutinin (HA) glycoproteins of four 
different influenza strains, including influenza A/H1N1, A/H3N2, influenza B/Yamagata and 
B/Victoria. According to Moderna:12

“HA is a major influenza surface glycoprotein that is considered an important target to 
generate broad protection against influenza and is the primary target of currently available
influenza vaccines.”
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The Transhumanist Agenda

Over the past three years, I’ve written several articles exploring the transhumanist agenda, which all 
these mRNA shots and genetic technologies are part and parcel of. Basically, the goal of the 
transhumanist movement is to transcend biology through technology, and to meld human biology with 
technology and artificial intelligence.

In September 2020, I posted a video with Dr. Carrie Madej (above), in which she suggested we were 
standing at the crossroads of transhumanism, thanks to the fast approaching release of mRNA COVID-
19 shots.

“One reason why it’s important to know whether synthetic RNA creates 
permanent changes in the genome is because synthetic genes are patented.
If they cause permanent changes, humans will contain patented genes, 
and that brings up very serious questions, seeing how patents have 
owners, and owners have patent rights.”

Since these shots are designed to manipulate your biology, they have the potential to also alter the 
biology of the entire human race. Nearly two years later, we still don’t know the extent to which they 
might be doing that, yet more fast-tracked and untested gene therapies are on the way.
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One reason why it’s important to know for certain whether synthetic RNA ends up creating permanent 
changes in the genome is because synthetic genes are patented. If they cause permanent changes, 
humans will contain patented genes, and that brings up very serious questions, seeing how patents have
owners, and owners have patent rights.

US Defense Department Aims to Create Human Cyborgs

The hydrogel used to preserve the mRNA can also contain nanobots to create a bioelectric interface 
capable of connecting to a smartphone or other interface. Novel technologies that measure biological 
data, such as blood sugar, are based on this. Such technologies will, of course, have immediate 
ramifications for our privacy.

Who will collect and have access to all this data? Who will be responsible for protecting it? How will it
be used? Also, if your cellphone can receive information from your body, what information can your 
body receive from it, or other sources? Could transmissions affect your mood? Your behavior? Your 
physical function? Your thoughts or memories?

So far, it doesn’t appear as though the COVID shots have these kinds of capabilities built in, but we do 
know for a fact that militaries around the world are exploring and working toward such capabilities. In 
fact, it’s an arms race in its own right.

In his September 14, 2022, Substack article,13 “Human Cyborgs Are Just the Beginning,” Dr. Robert 
Malone reviewed several of those plans. Certain report titles alone tell the story, such as the U.S. 
Department of Defense (DOD) Biotechnologies for Health and Human Performance Council’s 
report,14 “Cyborg Soldier 2050: Human/Machine Fusion and the Implications for the Future of the 
DOD.” It doesn’t leave a whole lot to the imagination, does it? According to the assessment abstract:

“The primary objective of this effort was to forecast and evaluate the military implications 
of machines that are physically integrated with the human body to augment and enhance 
human performance over the next 30 years.

This report summarizes this assessment and findings; identifies four potential military-use 
cases for new technologies in this area; and assesses their impact upon the DOD 
organizational structure, warfighter doctrine and tactics, and interoperability with U.S. 
allies and civil society.”

Human augmentation technologies deemed technically feasible by 2050 at the latest include ocular 
enhancements to improve sight and situational awareness, optogenetic bodysuit to restore or improve 
muscular strength and control, auditory enhancements, and neural enhancement of the brain for two-
way data transfers and brain-to-brain communication.
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Changing What It Means To Be Human
In “The Plan to Turn You Into a Genetically Edited Cyborg,” I covered another shockingly 
dystopian report by the U.K. Ministry of Defense and the German Bundeswehr Office for Defense 
Planning, published in May 2021.

That report, “Human Augmentation — The Dawn of a New Paradigm, a Strategic Implications 
Project,”15 reviews the scientific goals of the U.K. and German defense ministries, and they basically 
mirror that of the U.S. DOD. On page 12 of the report, the concept of the human body as a platform is 
described, and how various parts of the human platform can be augmented. For example:

• Physical performance such as strength, dexterity, speed and endurance can be enhanced, as well 
as physical senses. One example given is gene editing for enhanced sight 

• Psychological performance such as cognition, emotion and motivation can be influenced to 
activate and direct desired behavior. Examples of cognitive augmentation include improving 
memory, attention, alertness, creativity, understanding, decision-making, intelligence and 
vigilance

• Social performance — “The ability to perceive oneself as part of a group and the readiness to 
act as part of the team” — can be influenced. Communication skills, collaboration and trust are 
also included here

They list several different ways to influence the physical, psychological and social performance of the 
“human platform,” including genetics (germ line and somatic modification), synthetic biology, invasive
(internal) and noninvasive (external) brain interfaces, passive and powered exoskeletons, drugs and 
nano technology, neurostimulation, augmented reality technologies such as external holograms or 
glasses with built-in artificial intelligence, and sensory augmentation technologies such as external 
sensors or implants.

As noted in this report, “Human augmentation has the potential to ... change the meaning of what it 
means to be a human.” This is precisely what Klaus Schwab, founder and executive chairman of the 
World Economic Forum (WEF), has stated is the goal of The Fourth Industrial Revolution.16

WEF has been at the center of global affairs for more than 40 years, and if you take the time to dive 
into WEF’s Fourth Industrial Revolution material, you realize that it’s all about transhumanism. It’s 
about the merger of man and machine.

This is a dystopian future that WEF and its global allies are actively trying to implement, whether 
humanity at large agrees with it or not. Importantly, the “Human Augmentation” report readily admits 
that human augmentation can “directly enhance behavior.”

And, if you think these reports are just brain fodder for geeks in uniforms, think again. The U.K. 
Defense and Security Accelerator (DASA) is currently, right now, accepting proposals for human 
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augmentation technologies such as those listed above.17 Grants of 70,000 euros ($74,000), will be 
given to proposals that can provide proof of concept.

We’re Already Being Programmed to Accept Transhumanism
Both the DOD’s “Cyborg Soldier” report and the British/German “Human Augmentation” reports 
discuss the fact that human augmentation will inevitably widen already existing disparities, inequalities
and inequities, and therefore, “efforts should be undertaken to reverse negative cultural narratives of 
enhancement technologies.”18

In other words, don’t let people come to the conclusion that human cyborgs are a bad idea, because at 
worst that might prevent their development, and at best, it’ll pitch regular people against the augmented
elite, making their efforts to rule the plebs more difficult.

As noted by Malone, “Once again, we are being played before we even know what the playing field 
looks like.”19

Disturbingly, considering how nontransparent governments have been so far, it’s not inconceivable that 
technologies capable of influencing thoughts and behaviors would be used on populations without 
informing anyone, which makes the list of potential risks one takes with each new mRNA injection 
even longer than it already is.

But we don’t need to be genetically reengineered or have nanobots introduced into our brains to be at 
risk of outside manipulation. That’s already happening through noninvasive means.

Control Capabilities Go Far Beyond Orwell’s ‘1984’ Vision
In a November 2019 interview with CNN,20 history professor Yuval Noah Harari, a Klaus Schwab 
disciple, stated that humans are already “hackable,” meaning the technology exists by which a 
company or government can know you better than you know yourself, and this knowledge can be used 
for both good and ill.

According to Harari, the available capabilities already go far beyond Orwell’s “1984” authoritarian 
vision, and it’s only going to become more powerful from here.

He predicted that algorithms will increasingly be used to make decisions that historically have been 
made by humans, either yourself or someone else, including whether or not you’ll be hired for a 
particular job, whether you’ll be granted a loan, what scholastic curriculum you will follow and even 
whom you will marry.

To learn more about the larger issues of transhumanism and the race to merge man with machine and 
artificial intelligence, check out the Truthstream Media video below.

For example, there are even ongoing attempts to upload the human mind into the cloud, ultimately 
creating a form of “digital hive mind” where everyone communicates via “Wi-Fi telepathy.” This, 
despite the fact we still do not fully understand what “the mind” actually is, or where it’s located.
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Final Thoughts

I don’t know what it will take to prevent the dystopian post-human world envisioned by Schwab and 
his technocratic minions, but I suspect education would be a cornerstone of such an endeavor. In order 
for there to be a resistance, enough people need to be aware of what the plan is, and where we’re 
actually being led with all these novel therapies and inventions.

In the shorter term, it’s crucial to realize that the fast-tracking of “genetic engineering technologies and 
techniques to be able to write circuitry for cells and predictably program biology in the same way in 
which we write software and program computers” means they’re going to cut corners. Loads of them.

Testing is basically going to be done on the population at large, just as they’ve done with the COVID 
jabs. The results of such experimentation are relatively predictable. People will be seriously injured and
many will die. So, think long and hard before you agree to take any of these forthcoming gene 
therapies.
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